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Follow-up report         A look into the Van Ham Kunst_Halle 

‘SIZE MATTERS’ From a Universal Collector – The Olbricht Collection 23 June 2021 

 

One record after another 

At the last sale of the Spring season, SIZE MATTERS, Van Ham achieved more than 20 

international auction records with works of impressive size from the Olbricht Collection. 

Never before did an auction house dare offer so many large-scale works and sell them so 

successfully. A helpful factor was certainly that Van Ham has assumed the role of pioneer in 

digitalisation and held the auction simultaneously on five international auction platforms – 

in addition to its own platform – while sometimes only five people were present in the 

auction hall. With a total result of about 3.4 million euros, the overall estimate was exceeded 

by over 50 per cent.  
 

The central work was by Katharina Grosse, who stunned bidders with an explosion of colours on 16 

square metres. A private collector acquired the gigantic work for the princely sum of 387,000 euros.  

 

In her work Free Running Rhythms and Patterns Version II, sculptor and installation artist Andrea Zittel 

– a native of California – depicted her ruminations on a series of experiments which she designed and 

called ‘A–Z Time Trials’. Van Ham established a new world record for this important, expansive cycle by 

selling it to an online bidder from Switzerland for 141,900 euros. 

 

With a result of 77,400 euros, Van Ham achieved an international auction record for Joseph Marioni, 

whose monochrome-looking Yellow Painting from 1996 prompts viewers to take a closer look. The 

work is now going to a private collection in North Rhine-Westphalia.  
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Right after the successful sale of Jonas Burgert’s Self-hunter from 2005 for 116,100 euros, the 

international auction record fell for a sculpture by the hip Berlin artist when his larger-than-life work 

Stirnstand was sold for 90,300 euros.  

 

Marc Quinn’s profound work Mirage is based on the photo of an inmate of the Abu Ghraib prison 

near Baghdad, which shocked the international public at large in 2004. The larger-than-life bronze 

achieved a result of 90,300 euros. 

 

The Indonesian artist Entang Wiharso has made a firm place for himself in the international art scene 

with his large-scale paintings, sculptures and installations. His installation Feast Table Undeclared 

Perceptions from 2012 also has impressive dimensions. With a result of 58,050 euros it has now 

achieved a new international auction record for the artist.  

 

A new world record was also set for the gigantic work Lullaby by Satoko Nachi, whose staggering size 

of 4 x 8 metres makes it probably the largest work ever sold at auction in Germany. The work was 

acquired by a hall bidder for 20,640 euros. 

 

Van Ham was able to achieve new world records for numerous international artists, including Thom 

Puckey, Mathew Weir, Jürgen Teller, Peter Feiler, Ratheesh T., John Isaacs, Moritz Schleime, 

Michael Kirkham, Ena Swansea, Haruku Maeda, Wolfe von Lenkiewicz, Robert Kusmirowski, 

Martina Steckholzer, Reed Anderson and Jan Albers, among others.
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Highlights of the ‘SIZE MATTERS’ From a Universal Collector – The Olbricht Collection sale 

 

 

 
Katharina Grosse (b. 1961) 

Untitled | 2015 
Acrylic on canvas | 394 x 418 cm 

Result: 387,000 euros  

Andrea Zittel (b. 1965) 
Free Running Rhythms and Patterns Version 
IInd installation of 28 wood panels | 2000 

Mixed media | Each: 201 x 80 x 5cm 
Result: 141,900 euros* 

*Int’l auction record for this artist 
 

Jonas Burgert (b. 1969) 
Self-hunter | 2005 | Oil and  

gold colours on canvas | 300 x 280 cm 
Result: 116,100 euros 

   
Marc Quinn (b. 1964) 

Mirage | 2009 | Bronze, green-black patinated 
| 233 x 147 x 50 cm 

Result: 90,300 euros 

Joseph Marioni (b. 1943) 
Yellow Painting | 1996 

Acrylic on canvas | 270 x 200 cm 
Result: 77,400 euros* 

*Int’l auction record for this artist 
 

Barry X Ball (b. 1955) 
The akra tapeinosis (. . .) Portrait of 

Matthew 
Barney Room installation 

2000–2004 | Mixed media 
Installation size: c. 320 x 350 x 350 cm 

Result: 180,600 euros* 
*German auction record for this artist 

 
All amounts are inclusive of surcharge. 
*Auction records according to artprice.com as of 23 June 2021. 


